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Moving beyond
‘Ready now’ & ‘ready later’
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Our objectives
Determine the 

distance
of identified successors 

from target positions

Determine the 
speed

that they are 
traveling

Estimate the 
time of arrival and 

provide the resources 
for the journey



Our process will measure
‘Distance’ & ‘speed’



What determines distance?
(The gap between current and target position)

Ability 
 Current performance
 Behavioral attributes 
 Functional/Business knowledge
 Relevant experience
 Cognitive complexity

To perform in the target position  to move to the target position

Aspiration
 Mobility (Can they move)
 Interest (Do they want to move)



 
 Emotional intelligence
 Institutional knowledge

 Transition ability
 Time in current position

Agility
To transition to the next level

What determines the speed
that the person can cover the distance?



Where succession fits into the talent time frames
Talent Framework – 6 Horizons

Knock-Out
Factors

Derailment
Factors

Critical
Positions

Leadership 
Pipeline

Future
Capability

Scarce
Technical Skills

Disruption
Prevent or minimize the impact 

of disruptive talent on the business
Manage and minimize the risk 

associated with people and 
organizational structure

Invest in the people and 
capability that will ensure 

long term sustainable success

Risk Growth

Short Term Longer Term



Our process time-line  
 

Succession 
Position
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Build/Review 
Individual 
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and collation Talent Review

Succession 
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Action

Succession
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Development
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Retention 
Action Review

Individual 
Development

 Planning

PeopleTree Executive Line Manager Individual

Month 1
Month 6

Month 2
Month 6

Month 3 Month 4 Month 4-6
Month 7-12
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Assessing successor readiness



Assessing successor readiness



Decreasing the “distance”



Distance to target position

1460 1095 730 365 0

Sylvia Lennert1054

Subashni Naidoo243

Kogilan Coopasamy669

Avinash Maharaj662

Irisha Ramlall365



The value proposition of succession management

We ensure an on

 time arrival

Planning a readiness 

time-frame

We can put contingency plans

 in place if we run out of time

Build vs Buy 

Talent Acquisition Strategy

We can increase the speed

 at which the person develops

Development approach

 focused on increasing agility

We can reduce 

the distance

Prioritized development 

to close the gap

We can accurately

calculate the distance

An evidence-based 

approach to gap analysis

We accurately identify

all the possible successors

Accurately estimating the investment 

required to get a person ready
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